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1. Please briefly share your background and experience with fishing in Alaska.  
 

I'm a life long Alaskan, who has spent most of my time in Southeast.  I came to appreciate the challenges  

guides face during my time managing a bank branch on Prince of Wales Island.  I also spent a summer 

working as a banker in Bristol Bay and help fishermen from both commercial and recreational sectors, 

while also coming to understand the even greater indirect fishing has in rural Alaska.  I was able to provide 

funding for several guiding business and watch them grow.  Living in the bush really drove home the 

unique relationship Alaskans have with our fish, and the especially important role salmon play in our lives.   

 

 

 

2. Please describe the importance of our surrounding public lands and waters to tourism in 

Alaska. In your opinion, what role does maintaining federal public recreational lands and 

waters play in our future success, economic or otherwise, as a State?  
 

As the recent downturn in oil prices have painfully illustrated, we must diversify our economy beyond 

natural resource extraction.  This requires us to think of our “brand” as our state.  An important component 

of our brand, or what comes to mind when people think “Alaska”, is that we are a beautiful, wild, 

untouched land.  Wilderness isn’t valuable just as wildlife habitat, or for some kind of vague, 

environmental protection concerns.  Wilderness is also an incredibly valuable, finite, and scarce resource.  

People will pay top dollar for the kinds of experiences only it can provide.  

 

While in college, I spent my summers working the docks in Ketchikan.  I came to appreciate how 

significant tourism dollars are here in Southeast.  I believe Alaska has awesome untapped tourism potential, 

especially in communities off the road system, as visitors look to escape the crowds of our more popular 

and accessible destinations.  Still, perhaps the biggest challenge the industry faces, and certainly a valid 

critique of it, is that tourism generally provides only seasonal employment, and so, like other extractive 

industries, most of the benefits flow south, out of state.   

 

If we are going to prioritize tourism and protecting wilderness (and other public lands), we must also allow 

those most impacted by such protection reap most of the benefit.  Unfortunately, all too often this doesn’t 

happen,  and that is why public lands policy and environmental protection measures are so prone to 

litigation; local voices feel unheard  The ideal role of the federal government in regards to public lands 

would be to act as a facilitator as locals, on the community and regional level, work to monetize wilderness 

and extract natural resources in a manner that is consistent with protecting and preserving public lands.  Let 

the federal government set an overall framework for protecting lands and provide funding to implement it, 

but let local people decide how to best implement such policy.   

 

 
3. Sportfishing in Alaska is a multi-million-dollar industry employing thousands in Alaska, 

both directly and indirectly. In Southeast, visitor industry-related employment accounts for 

21 percent of employment and 14 percent of labor income. The 2015 Marine Recreational 

Information Program’s Fisheries Economics of the United States shows that saltwater fishing 

trip & durable goods expenditures in Alaska were approximately $469.6 million, with total 
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sales impacts of $618.9 million. Visitor tax revenue in 2017 brought the State $104.8 million 

and municipalities $82.9 million. With the current drops in oil prices and an uncertain future, 

what role will you play in cultivating and promoting sport fishing tourism opportunities if 

elected or re-elected?  
 

As I mentioned above, Alaskans have a special relationship with fish, especially salmon.  However, 

decades of taking the largest, most reproductively successful fish are catching up with us.  60 pound kings 

are a thing of the past down here in Southeast.  The blame is shared among commercial, recreational, and 

subsistence fishermen.  The impact of bycatch is also significant.  The solution must be a collaborative 

effort between legislators, fishermen of all varieties, and others with a direct or indirect in our fisheries.  

Trophy fishing must give way to something sustainable, if we are going to be able to grow the impact of 

recreational fishing.  The impact is real.  As a result of the continual reduction in catch limits, I know of 

charter fishermen who have left the industry, visitors who didn’t come up to fish, and recreational derbies 

being cancelled (including our own local Ketchikan King Salmon Derby). 

 

A couple key priorities here that would allow me to have an impact on Alaskan fisheries -- the first is to 

sponsor research to improve the models regulators use in determining fish counts.  A second priority is to 

sponsor research into the effects of ocean warming and acidification have on the ocean food chain.  A third 

priority of mine is to work with the Small Business Administration to develop a fisheries funding scheme, 

focused particularly on helping newcomers enter the industry.   

 

 

 

 

 
4. Dozens of watersheds in the Tongass National Forest have been identified as important to 

salmon production and are at risk from incompatible development projects, such as old 

growth logging. These watersheds are important for supporting the fishing industry, the 

tourism industry, and local jobs. Do you support stronger conservation measures for these 

areas? If so, how would you work implement them? If not, why?  
 

The Tongass is my home.  When I walk out the door, the Tongass surrounds me.  I absolutely support 

protective measures.  It was a real “aha” moment when I realized fish habitat extends far beyond the ocean.  

All the small salmon bearing creeks and streams make our islands habitat as well.  I oppose efforts to log 

the remaining old growth in the Tongass, other than what is already in the pipeline.  It is time for the 

industry to begin the transition to second growth, and I believe supporting the timber industry as it 

transitions is an important conservation measure.  I am not sure what that “support” would entail.   

 

I do support efforts to develop an Alaska specific Roadless Rule.  I believe natural resources decisions are 

best made on the local level, by people with their Xtratufs on the ground.  The ability of regular people to 

exercise a “citizens’ veto” over projects that lack public support on the local level is an important tool.  

Two recent examples come to mind.  The first is the Pebble Project out in Bristol Bay that is on life support 

because it lacks support both locally and on a statewide level.  A second example, from closer to home for 

me, was the ability of us citizens of Ketchikan to block an Alaska Mental Health Trust attempt to log Deer 

Mountain, the iconic backdrop to our downtown.   

 

I believe this is where the real ability to affect meaningful change lies.  Legislative and regulatory 

approaches to environmental conservation are subject to the whims of politics and are subject to change as 

administrations come and go.  A judicial approach is expensive, lengthy, and creates adversaries, instead of 

bringing people together.   

 

At the end of the day, I believe conservation measures for the Tongass are best pursued through the regular 

forest planning process the Forest Service engages in regularly.  I believe local forest managers should be 

empowered to make decisions that will not be subject to judicial challenge as a matter of course.  I also 



 

 

believe that process should be transparent and responsive to local concerns, with all stakeholders brought to 

the table.  I think too often in the past, the forest planning process was weighted too heavily towards 

industrial logging, and too little attention was given to the interconnection between fish and forest.  That 

has changed.  I do not support a return to the days of mills and old growth clear cuts.    

 

 
 

 
5. Fisheries management in Alaska relies on a complex web of data collection, research 

analysis, and technical resources which in turn rely on a complete and funded budget. With 

proposed cuts to NOAA budgets, staff are routinely doing the work of more than two people 

and are unable to devote time to training replacements. Do you agree that funding for 

NOAA’s National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) and Oceanic and Atmospheric Research 

(OAR) should be a Congressional priority?  

Y / N - Please explain:  
Yes it absolutely should be a priority.  The NMFS and NOAA as a whole are irreplaceable resources for us 

Alaskans.  Lives depend on the National Weather Service being able to provide timely updates about our 

constantly changing weather.  Additional funding would not be a huge dent in our budget, relative to what 

we spend on other things.   

 

 

 

6. For Incumbents: What budget items, amendments, or bills have you sponsored, co-

sponsored, or voted in favor of to benefit fisheries development, increase sport fishing 

opportunities, or further NOAA’s missions of conservation and sustainable management?  

 

7. For all candidates: What budget items or bills do you intend to sponsor or support to 

benefit fisheries development, increase sport fishing opportunities, or further NOAA’s 

missions of conservation and sustainable management?  
 

A key priority of mine would be the reauthorization of the Magnuson-Stevens Act.  Overall, I believe the 

Act has functioned well. exactly as it should.  In theory I support some of the proposed changes designed to 

provide fisheries managers with greater flexibility.  It has also been proposed to use “alternative 

management” strategies for recreational fisheries.  Again this sounds like a worthwhile amendment, but 

there are still details to be worked out.   

 

I would also work to increase funding for the Coast Guard to allow them to patrol the waters of our 

Exclusive Economic Zone, to eradicate Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated fishing.  For example, Russian 

fish pirates have cost Bering Sea King Crabbers an estimated $600 million since 2000.  It touches almost 

every fishery, totaling about $25 billion each year, globally. 

 

As I mentioned above, I would work with the Small Business Administration to improved its ability to 

provide financing for fishermen.  In particular, I would like to invest in a program that helps newcomers 

enter the industry.  The program, as I envision it, would be equally accessible to commercial and sport 

fishermen.  Guides and charter captains would have the added benefit of being part of both the fishing and 

tourism industries, which should open up additional opportunities to obtain financing.   

 

Finally, as mentioned earlier, I believe fisheries research is critically neglected and underfunded.  When it 

comes to modeling fish counts data collected in field research counts.  The axiom, “garbage in, garbage 

out” applies.  The price of undercounting (or over counting) fish is severe.  This deficit in research is 

particularly untimely as we struggle to understand how climate change impacts fish.  Another research 

priority is bycatch -- both improving counting methods and  


